
It  is  a  high-performance  synthetic  technology  lubricant  for  diesel  engines  that  helps  extend  

engine  life  in  severe  on-  and  off-highway  applications.  (Recommended  for  Ecuador  15,000  

km.)  The  advanced  chemistry  of  these  products  provides  exceptional  performance  in  

modern  engines,  even  those  with  Exhaust  Gas  Recirculation  (EGR)  systems,  as  well  as  in  

older  engines  that  run  with  low  or  high  sulfur  fuels.

516S  25th  W  Ave,  Tulsa,  Ok  74127  USA  

POWER  SYNTHETIC  OIL  15W-40  is  recommended  for  use  in  a  wide  range  of  heavy-duty  

applications  and  in  the  operational  environments  found  in  the  transportation  industries,  both  

in  trucks  operating  at  high  speeds  and  long  distances,  and  in  urban  service  buses,  with  

Frequent  starts  and  stops.  These  products  will  provide  exceptional  protection  on  most  

demanding  diesel  engines  from  Caterpillar,  Cummins,  Detroit  Diesel,  Mack,  Mercedes  

Benz,  Navistar,  Volvo,  and  others.  It  also  meets  the  API  SM  specification  for  gasoline  

engines  and  mixed  fleets.

POWER  SYNTHETIC  OIL  15W-40  

-  Volvo  VDS-4  -  Mack  

EO-O  PP  -  Cummins  CES  

20081  -  DD  93K218  -  Caterpillar  

ECF-3  -  DEUTZ  III-05  

-  VW  505  -  SCANIA  LDF-2  -  
ISUZU  DEO  -  Renault  

RLD-2  

This  product  does  not  present  a  

health  or  safety  hazard  when  used  

properly  in  the  recommended  
application.

Health  and  security:

If  possible,  store  indoors.  The  

product  should  not  be  stored  at  
temperatures  above  60°C,  higher  

than  exposed  to  the  sun  or  freezing.

-  DHD-1  -  MB  

228.3  -  Navistar  

International  -  MAN  M3477

Avoid  contact  with  skin.  Review  the  

health  and  safety  sheet  for  more  

information.

-  ACEA  E9,  A3/B3

Quality  Standards:  Meets  or  

exceeds:  -  API  CJ-4,  CI-4,  

CH-4,  CG4,  CF-4 /  SM.

Trucks  

Storage:

Cinemaÿcal  viscosity  @100  ÿC

METODO  ASTM  SAE  15W-40  CJ-4  

Cinemaÿcal  viscosity  @40  ÿC

PARAMETER

D  874  1.1  

TBN,  mg /  KOH /  g  D  2896  

-27  

10  

Flash  Point,  ÿC D  92  

D  4052  0.8469  

230  

D  97  

D  2270  139  

Density  @  150C  Kg/l

Pour  Point,  ÿC

Sulfated  ashes,  %  weight

D  445  15  

Viscosity  Index

D  445  112.55  
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